Welcome to A+ Skills SAT & ACT
Prep! Here, we are dedicated to
student success on the SAT and
ACT exams! With competition at a
peak for college admissions, we are continuing our
reduced fee packages to make this college
preparation more affordable!
To succeed on either of these exams, most students will spend
a minimum of 14-20 in-office tutoring hours and 14-20 in-home
hours per exam!
OUR OBJECTIVE:

To increase each student’s confidence in completing the SAT and/or ACT, as well as
increase their scores significantly

WHERE TO BEGIN: DIAGNOSTIC TESTING
Benefits to Diagnostic Testing: At A+ Skills, we always encourage students who have never
taken an official SAT and/or ACT exam to take a diagnostic exam. Diagnostic exams are
based on the real SAT and ACT exams and are used as an unofficial report as to where each
student stands. This helps the Education Director and your Tutors pinpoint where your student
struggles and is already strong to develop an A+ Skills Learning Plan for their particular
needs.
Schedule A Diagnostic: Offered on Sundays from 11:00AM – 3:00PM by appointment only.
Diagnostic Exam Fee: $85
Alternatives to Diagnostic Testing: There are two alternatives to
diagnostic testing when it comes to SAT and ACT prep:
(1) Provide official SAT and/or ACT scores if it is not your student’s first
time taking either or both exams
(2) Have an assessment during the student’s first sessions for each
subject

239-254-9807
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WORKING WITH OUR TEAM, SCHEDULING, & STUDENT COMMITMENT
Tutor Specializations:

All SAT and ACT students are paired with two tutors. One tutor is specialized
in the English, Reading, and Writing (and Science, if ACT only) sections, and
a second tutor is specialized in the Math section for the chosen exam.

Tutor Assignments:

The Education Director selects the most qualified tutors for your student based on scheduling
availability for both tutors and students, as well as factoring in specific requests and
personalities.

Scheduling:

Students are highly recommended to attend a minimum of two (2)
hours of tutoring each week, one hour per subject. Additionally, it is
best if students begin their tutoring at least seven weeks in advance of
their test dates!

Student Dedication & Commitment:

In addition to the two hours of in-office tutoring each week, students will
be assigned homework that enforces the skills and strategies taught in
their sessions. It is crucial for students to complete their assignments so
more advanced tutoring may follow. Students who fail to do homework or
attend their sessions on a regular, consistent basis have less successful
results than those that do! The more your student puts in, the more they
will get out of their tutoring sessions!

For more information on how to get started SAT & ACT Prep, please visit our
website, or if you are on a computer, click h
 ere.
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